Senses of "revolução" and "revolución" in the coup written press of Brazil (1964) 
Introduction
In this article we will begin by examining the theoretical relationship between Bakhtin Circle dialogism and some aspects of Michel Pêcheux"s discourse theory, taking into consideration Jacqueline Authier-Revuz"s reading of both in terms of her own theory of enunciative heterogeneities. We will then go on to describe the meanings given to the word "revolução" in editorials and commentaries 1 published in two Specifically, we will argue that these different meanings arose from a conflict between discursive formations linked to the various socio-political sectors that made up the coup coalitions (DE RIZ, 2000; FAUSTO AND DEVOTO, 2004; O"DONNELL, 1973) .
We will begin then with an overview of Pêcheux"s basic theoretical approach, as interpreted by Authier-Revuz, to some of Bakhtin"s ideas. Next, we will outline the methodology that guided our analysis of "revolução" and "revolution" in the discourses already mentioned. Finally, we will describe and contrast the meanings given to both terms.
Bakhtin / Pêcheux / Authier-Revuz
Both Mikhail Bakhtin and Michel Pêcheux criticized abstract objectivism in linguistics (DIAS, 1996) . However, Pêcheux did not agree with Bakhtin"s reading of Saussure even though both took a Marxist approach. Indeed, Maldidier (2003) points out that Pêcheux criticized Bakhtin"s tendency to ignore the language dimension because he contrasted the abstract system of linguistic forms from the social phenomenon of interaction that takes place through enunciation, thus merging linguistics with a much vaster semiology. Indeed, Gregolin (2010) argues that the markedly Althusserian position in Bakhtin"s work led Pêcheux to reject what he called 1 See Herman and Jufer (2001) on these newspaper opinion genres. 2 Only two years after the military coup in Brazil, the Argentine armed forces led by General Juan Carlos Onganía staged a coup that overthrew President Arturo Illia of the Radical Civic Union Party of the People. The coup gave rise to a dictatorship which called itself the "Argentine Revolution."
Bakhtin"s "sociologism," a term inspired by the similarities between Bakhtin's views and Plekhnov"s social psychology. According to Pêcheux, Bakhtin's theories were rooted in theoretical humanism, which sees discourse production as resulting from a conflict between the individual and society and places it within the context of individual relationships. In the same vein, Pêcheux held that social relations cannot be thought of in terms of interactions between human groups.
However, the theoretical differences between the two writers ran deeper.
Pêcheux understood the relationship between language and ideology differently to Bakhtin / Voloshinov, for whom -as we know -the sign is the arena of class struggle and language tends to be coextensive with ideology in that "the domain of ideology coincides with the domain of signs" (VOLOŠINOV, 1973, p.10 (BAKHTIN, 1984) . In contrast, Pêcheux insists that historically specific discourse processes cannot be considered as coextensive to language, and therefore rejects the conception of language as a world view (PÊCHEUX, 1978, p.244) .
Despite her comparison of Pêcheux"s and Bakhtin"s theoretical positions along these lines, Jacqueline Authier-Revuz found these two authors shared a strong common ground, especially after she revisited Bakhtin"s theory of dialogism and recognized different stages in Pêcheux"s thinking. It was the notion of heterogeneity that provided Authier-Revuz (1982 , 1995 , 1998 ) with a link between Bakhtin Circle dialogism and Pêcheux"s later (1990) work, suggesting that both thinkers discovered what she calls constitutive heterogeneity through non-linguistic approaches.
We know that for Authier-Revuz constitutive heterogeneity refers to the fact that there is always an "other" in every discourse -an implicit but permanent presence that determines the discourse from outside the subject and is more speech than speaker. This "outside," however, is still inside the subject, in the sense that it is a constitutive condition of the subject"s own speech and existence. On the other hand, the heterogeneity we observe is the inscription of the other in the thread of the discourse, altering its apparent oneness. Through this heterogeneity described by linguists, speaking subjects signal that part of their discourse is not their own. Authier-Revuz hypothesizes that this heterogeneity is a form of compulsory negotiation with constitutive heterogeneity -a negotiation which must remain unrecognized if discourse is to be articulated at all. In fact, by defining and circumscribing the words of others in discourse, subjects are able to imagine that the other is not everywhere and that the rest of the discourse is their own, thus placing themselves at the centre of the enunciation.
Authier-Revuz had to distance herself from pragmatics in order to conduct a careful reading of Bakhtin. As a result, she came to see dialogism (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1995) as the ineluctable presence of the other -an "other" who is not the person we are speaking to and is not "different" from ourselves but is a constitutive element of our oneness. This is the constitutive heterogeneity of every discourse, the necessary relationship that every discourse engages in with an external discursive space which is a condition of its own existence (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1995 to emphasize that Bakhtin"s notion of pluriaccentuation refers to the fact that no word is neutral but is inhabited by the discourses in which it has lived its "word life" and which
give it its particular meaning and value. Thus, words are loaded with other discourses that give them contradictory value accents (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1982 , 1995 .
Likewise, Pêcheux has argued that: a word, expression or proposition does not have a meaning of its own, a meaning attached to its literality. Instead, its meaning is constituted in each discursive formation, in the relationships that such words, phrases or propositions hold with other words, expressions and propositions in the same discursive formation (PÊCHEUX, 1988, p.160) .
Here, Pêcheux questions the notion that words can ever have just one meaning in a language and instead argues for the polysemy of language units -an idea contained in spaces. This suggests a single fixed meaning in the dimension of discourse for a word according to the discursive formation in which it is produced (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1995). Moreover, Bakhtin holds that the pluriaccentuation of words involves the intention to guide, whereas the notion of intention is not relevant to Pêcheux theory of discourse. This can be seen in his perspective on the subject in language. For Pêcheux, the problem of the constitution of meaning is inseparable from the problem of the constitution of the subject, since both the meaning of words and the subject are constructed by ideology, which interpellates individuals as subjects. etc.) the other discourse as a "virtual" reading space (PÊCHEUX, 1990) .
Nowadays, we tend to highlight the unstable, porous and diffuse borders of discursive formations and highlight the relationship that they always establishes with otherness, especially when the analyst works, as in our own case, with logically destabilized discourses (INDURSKY, 2007) .
Materiality of me and the enunciative event
Authier-Revuz"s reading of the ideas of the Bakhtin Circle and of Pêcheux and his group, then, leads us to assume that a word's accents are necessarily plural: words acquire different meanings and values through the social discourses in which they live and in the interplay of discursive formations from which they are produced. Guimarães"s (2002 Guimarães"s ( , 2007 Guimarães"s ( , 2011 approach is consistent with Authier-Revuz"s revision of Bakhtin and Pêcheux"s discursive heterogeneity in emphasizing a materialist interpretation that includes the historical construction of meaning. In our view, this approach is thus suitable for analyzing the constitutive polysemy of linguistic materiality and the shifts in meaning mentioned earlier.
Indeed, Guimarães (2002) argues that we can only study the meaning acquired by words or phrases in a given discourse by analyzing their relationships with other words or phrases in the text in which they are used. Meaning is thus constructed through enunciative events, and these events always cut through a network of meanings given by the interdiscourse. Meaning is formed into a nexus where what has been said returns while the event brings forth new meanings (GUIMARÃES, 2011) . From this perspective, what a given word represents is a relationship of meaning produced in the enunciative event. This is how reality is signified by language. Moreover, reference is not external to meaning: it is only possible to refer to something (i.e. to particularize it in and through enunciation) because words designate objects.
Therefore, in order to study the meanings of the word "revolução" in editorials will consider what Guimarães calls articulation -that is, relationships within the enunciation itself that concern local contiguities. We will also see how some forms affect others without rewriting them. These rewriting procedures make it possible to uncover the polysemy and constitutive heterogeneity of any word. However, I will identify and discuss those cases where definitions or descriptions include traces of marked heterogeneity, especially denials and metadiscursive glosses 6 .
3 Dialogism and heterogeneity in the lexical unit "revolução"
In editorials and commentaries published in the circumstances immediately following the military coup of March 31, 1964, O Globo rewrote the word " revolução" through the following descriptions: "The victorious movement," "a triumphant revolution," "the movement demeaned by politicians concerned only with their electoral interests"; 7 "Communist revolution" 8 ; "the Brazilian revolution" 9 ; "the people's revolution" 10 ; "today"s great revolution" 11 ; "the democratic revolution" 12 ; "the democratic victory" 13 ; "the restoration movement" 14 ; "the revolution (or more technically, the counter revolution)", "the saving revolution", "a huge work to save the Country", "a work of redemption" 15 ; "victorious reaction" 16 ; and "the day democracy was restored" 17 .
Thanks to the adjective "democratic" used to describe the word "revolução" and its rewriting as a "democratic victory" and "the day democracy was restored," the term "revolução" acquired the sense of democratic "movement" (and thus João Goulart"s government was implicitly branded as undemocratic). The phrase "people's revolution" also attributed a leading role in this revolution to the poor and the working classes.
Since the revolution was understood as a "restauração" (restoration), it acquired the sense of a "movement" back in time, a "reação" (reaction) to what O Globo 6 In metadiscursive glosses or comments, speakers comment on their own use of words in an explicitly self-reflective research process (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1998). 7 Citations from "A vez do congreso" ("The turn of Congress"), 4/3/64. 8 "O expurgo" ("The purge), 6/4/64. 9 "Schmidt: Esta foi uma revolução brasileira" ("Schmidt: This was a Brazilian revolution"), 4/6/64. 10 Ibid. 11 "Castelo Branco," 4/7/64. 12 "Educação e finanças" ("Education and finance"), 4/7/64, and »A revolução consolidada« ("The revolution consolidated") , 4/10/64. 13 "A vitória do Brasil traído" ("The victory of a betrayed Brazil"), 4/8/64. 14 " Panorama econȏmico" ("Economic outlook"), 4/8/64. 15 Citations from "Não percamos a vitória" ("Let"s not waste this victory") , 4/9/64. 16 "A arte de vencer revoluções" ("The art of overcoming revolutions") , 4/10/64. 17 "A revolução consolidada" ( "The revolution consolidated") , 4/10/64.
perceived as creeping communism in Brazil under João Goulart. This "movement" was threatened by politicians who -according to O Globo -were only concerned about their electoral interests ("the political movement demeaned by politicians concerned only with their electoral interests"). This favored the hegemony of the Armed Forces after the overthrow of João Goulart, while implicitly allowing the "movement" to remain linked to the common good or interest of the "people."
The adjective "Brazilian" to describe the "revolução" appeared after O Globo distanced itself from various French newspapers critical of U.S. support for the overthrow of Goulart. Accordingly, O Globo claimed that this was a "Brazilian revolution" 18 . The "revolução" also was described as "saving" and salvation was rewritten as "a work of redemption" and "a gigantic work to save the country" -a mission which acquired religious overtones and implicitly cast the revolution"s leaders and activists as saviors and redeemers. In the interdiscursive network of the time, this meaning of "revolução" referred to the National Security Doctrine, according to which the defense of Christianity was a way to contain communism (DE REZENDE, 2001; GARCIA, 1991) .
The "revolução" as "redenção" and "salvação" was contrasted with "the Communist revolution" so O Globo used a metadiscursive gloss (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1998) "more technically" clarifying that the "revolução" was "on the contrary, a counter-revolution". This was consistent with an orientation towards the past which linked revolution to restoration.
In short, in the dominant discursive formation in O Globo, the word "revolução" used with "communist" took on an implicitly undemocratic meaning: remote from ordinary people, anti-Christian, anti-Brazilian and forward-looking. It was the opposite of "democratic revolution" used to denote the overthrow of João Goulart.
A few days after the overthrow of the constitutional president, O Globo defined the word "revolução" as follows:
A revolution is not a parade of carnival floats. It is not to be confused with a coup, which generally only aims at the conquest of power. A revolution aims at changing a system, with the introduction of a new philosophy of Government, a different type of administration, a different set of leaders ("A Government that honors the revolution," 04/04/64) 19 .
In the O Globo"s denials we find a negation marker pointing to a discourse-other which is not made explicit (is confused with a coup, this is a coup ) 20 . This discourseother is governed by the principle of antithesis (FIORIN, 1988) about what can be said in the discursive formation from which O Globo produces the word "revolução." The meaning of "revolução" rejected by O Globo would lead readers to regard this word as a synonym of "coup." In this newspaper, however, "revolução" and "coup" establish a word-antonym relationship; the reader infers that they have opposite meanings depending on whether or not there is a change in the system of government.
An examination of the interdiscursive texture reveals that the first military president, Humberto Castelo Branco, said in his "Greeting to the Congress" on April 15, 1964: "This is not a coup; it is a revolution," a sentence that takes up the antonymic relationship between "revolution" and "coup" and O Globo"s denial of an utterance from another discursive formation (this is a coup) 21 .
Another similar definition of "revolução" was repeated in O Globo:
Revolution is the substitution of one idea of law for another. A revolution is not simply a man or a minority overthrowing a government in order to take its place. That is a shallow notion ("Revolution legitimizes Power by Force and the Support of People," 4/11/64).
Again, O Globo distanced itself from an "other" for whom "revolução" supposedly meant a mere change of government. Conversely, "revolução" came to mean a "new philosophy of Government" along the lines of the definition we have just quoted, a philosophy involving a transformation of the norms governing public life and institutional quality. Moreover, by rejecting the meaning-other of "revolução" as "a shallow notion" O Globo implicitly linked it with depth, the valued term in the philosophical "shallow-deep" pair (PERELMAN and OLBRECHTS-TYTECA, 1971 ).
19 O Globo always begins the word «Govêrno» (Government). 20 INDURSKY (1997) refers to this type of negation as an external negation of another"s discourse because it impacts on an enunciation from another discursive formation. 21 See INDURSKY (1997, p.218).
Later, O Globo distanced itself again from the (alleged) meaning of "revolução"
as simply a new government while at the same time associating this meaning with civilian governments:"For them / civilians / revolution comes down to an exchange of men" 22 . In this way, O Globo implicitly identified with the meaning of "revolução"
given to it by the military.
O Globo gave two more definitions of "revolução," again containing denials that pointed to the symbolic struggle over the meaning of the word at the crossroads of the interdiscourse:
it is a march that began badly and that will manage to stay the distance if we make up our minds that it should proceed -and anyway a change of mind, a transformation dictated by deep conviction and not just for the sake of arts, skills and conveniences ("Let us not lose victory," 4/9/64).
there will be no revolution, but the simple act of momentary salvation, if we care only for what is accessory, if we just stay on the surface of things, if we do not address the substance of the essential ("Let us not lose the victory," 9/4/64).
In both definitions, note how the word "revolução" is re-defined as "change" and also as "transformation", linked to the valued terms in the philosophical pairs of "shallow-deep," "momentary-permanent", "form-substance" and "appearance-essence" (see PERELMAN and OLBRECHTS-TYTECA, 1971 ). In short, O Globo gave "revolução" the meaning of a something profound, permanent, substantial and essential.
In contrast, Folha de S. Paulo used the word "revolução" within a different discursive formation which gave it meanings different to those found in O Globo: "a revolution to restore legality" 23 ; "the replacement of Mr. João Goulart, the president of the Republic" 24 ; "the civilian leader of the revolution" 25 ; "a revolution to restore legality", "a great victory, achieved with maximum dignity" 26 ; "the fruits of the revolution," "the movement, political explorations of the revolution, the goals of the revolution, the armed movement" 27 ; "the movement that ousted [the president]" 28 ; "the 22 "A arte de vencer revoluções" ("The art of overcoming revolutions"), 4/10/64. 23 "En defensa da ley" ("Defending the law") ,4/2/64. 24 "Nostra opinião" ("Our opinion"),4/3/64. 25 "A Lição da crise" ("The lesson of the crisis"), 4-4-64. 26 "Legalidade mesmo"("Legality itself ") , 4/5/64. 27 Citations from "Magalães and Kruel," 4/5/64. victorious movement" 29 ; "the movement, whose first phase just ended," "the change of government in Brazil," "the movement against the president" 30 ; "the military and civilian leaders of the victorious revolution", "the movement", "the goals of the movement" 31 ; "the ousting of the former president" 32 ; "the movement that ousted the former government", "the political and military events of the last few days", "the political-military movement", "the revolution" 33 ; "the noble ideals of the revolution", "the goals of the revolution" 34 ; the "movement that ousted the former government" 35 ;
and "the victorious Revolution" 36 .
Like O Globo, where the word "revolução" was either described as "democratic" or coupled with the word "democracy," Folha de S. Paulo described it as a "a revolution to restore legality". Implicit in this formulation was the idea that João Goulart"s government had not respected legality.
However, "revolução" was not related to the words "redenção" or "salvação"
and did not strike up an interdiscursive relationship with the National Security Doctrine.
It did not acquire the meaning of structural change but simply a change of government.
Indeed, Folha de S. Paulo differed from O Globo"s use the word "revolução" as "changing the system" or "change in institutional quality" and related it instead to the "substitution," "changing" or "ousting" of "Mr. João Goulart," the "former president,"
and his "former government", and rewrote it as "the movement against the president", that is, a meaning of "revolução" explicitly rejected by O Globo which -as we have already seen -stated: "A revolution is not simply a man or a minority overthrowing a government in order to take its place".
Moreover, the word "revolução" was rewritten through descriptions giving it a political meaning ("the political explorations of the revolution", "the political and military events of the past two days", "the political -military movement"). This was another thing that distanced Folha de S. Paulo from O Globo, which -as already mentioned -rejected politicians.
28 "Retroceder, não" ("Never retreat"), 4/5/64. 29 Citations from "O president definitivo" ("The definitive president"), 4/6/64. 30 "Semana política" ("Week in politics"), 4/6/64. 31 Citations from "Comunismo e corrupção" ("Communism and corruption"), 4/8/64. Another discursive formation, present in Folha de S. Paulo, belonged to the socalled "sorbonnards," to whom Fausto and Devoto (2004, p .400) attribute a liberalconservative ideology. Defenders, in principle, of constitutional order, the "sorbonnards" were convinced that Goulart"s brand of radical populism was leading Brazil to a "labor union republic" as a first step to communism. They believed the purpose of the revolutionary movement should be to restore social order and democracy as soon as the country had been cleansed of corrupt politicians, populists and "dangerous" labor unionists. These differences became more evident with the promulgation of Institutional Act No. 1, which subordinated the Constitution to the will of the military (ALVES MOREIRA, 1989) . Indeed, such a legal instrument, among other things, established the indirect election of the president, empowering the commanders in chief to suspend voting rights for a period of ten years and terminate federal state and city legislative mandates without the courts being able to question their decisions. While O Globo supported this measure and criticized those who opposed it:
"Let not the exaggerated purists and foolish country lawyers come now to mourn the momentary suspension of this or that constitutional provision" 37 , Folha de S. Paulo distanced itself from this measure, saying: " One cannot, however, hide the fact that this measure has made everybody very apprehensive" 38 .
Interdiscursivity in the Argentine media supporting the 1966 coup
Like Institutional Act No. 1, the so-called Statute of the Argentine Revolution sanctioned by Argentina"s Armed Forces, subordinated the Constitution to the will of the military, who became the "constituent power" (QUIROGA LAVIÉ, 1987) . Just as in
Brazil, an interplay can be seen in the print media between two discursive formations that used the word "revolución" with different meanings. In both cases, these meanings are similar to those acquired in Brazil by the word "revolução".
The magazine Primera Plana defined the word "revolución" as follows:
The events of September 6, 1930 and June 4, 1943 were typical coups d'état, with a change of rulers and a preservation of institutional structures [...] Compared with this institutional history, the events of June 27 are, strictly speaking, a revolution: changing rulers and replacing the "forward-looking" institutional structure for one which was radically new and imaginative and which did not exist until the day of the revolution ("Definitions,"07.05.66).
Using a metadiscursive gloss (AUTHIER-REVUZ, 1998), the Argentine magazine "broadly" separated the term "revolution" into two meanings, one broad and the other narrow, just as O Globo had done to establish two different meanings -one technical and the other non-technical -for the word "revolução". Just as O Globo had defined "revolução" as "changing a system, Primera Plana defined the word "revolución" as the replacement of the "forward-looking" institutional structure with a radically new one 39 . Moreover, it is clear that Primera Plana coincided with O Globo that the word "revolución" should function as an antonym for "coup".
Another Argentine magazine, Azul y Blanco (Blue and White) rewrote the word "revolución", describing it as "the act of the revolution", "a revolutionary act" and speaking of "its constituent power" 40 . Constituent power, in particular, emphasized the founding of a new order. Similarly, another magazine, Confirmado, rewrote "revolución" as "the mission of creating a new state where the core values in the 39 A different shade of meaning is found in O Globo because "revolução" is a "restauração," giving a temporal orientation to the past. This recurred when O Globo rewrote "revolução" as "the opposite of revolução" in the sense of a counterrevolution. 40 Citations from, "Sin una clara formulación revolucionaria desaparecería la legitimidad de la revolución" ("Without a clear revolutionary statement the legitimacy of the revolution would disappear), 7/14/66.
proclamations find their means of realization" 41 . This reiterated the idea of creating a new institutional order, specifically a new State.
Meanwhile, Extra magazine rewrote the word "revolution" as "a REVOLUTION-REVOLUTION" as opposed to "a COUP-REVOLUTION" 42 , picking up on the antonymic relationship between "revolution" and "coup," which first appeared
in O Globo 43 . However, it is remarkable that La Nación newspaper always rewrote the word "revolution" with descriptions that gave it to mean the overthrow of a government or a change of rulers, but never, as in other media, the replacing one institutional regime another Argentine magazine, Análisis, used the word "revolución" as a synonym for "coup". Indeed, it rewrote "revolution" as "the coup" 49 ; "the recent military coup" 50;
"the military coup" 51 ; "the June 28 revolution" 52 ; and "the Argentine revolution" 53 .
In Argentina, dialogism and the heterogeneous meanings of "revolución" in the press were also linked to discursive formations inherent in various sectors of the coup coalition. As Guillermo O" Donnell (1973) Thus, liberals who rejected a corporative system in 1966 and called for a limited representative democracy to exclude the Peronist movement produced a discursive formation in which the word "revolution" meant a change of rulers and was a synonym for "coup". However, those who promoted a corporative regime created a discursive formation in which the word "revolution" signified institutional change and was an antonym of "coup."
As mentioned earlier, the discursive formation found in Folha de S. Paulo distanced itself from Institutional Act No. 1, which was supported by the dominant discursive formation in O Globo. In Argentina, the discursive formation linked to liberals supporting the coup also distanced itself from certain actions implemented by the military government. For example, La Nación expressed "concern", "anxiety", "unease" 55 and "uncertainty" 56 about General Onganía"s corporatist project. Regarding, among other measures, the "dissolution" of political parties, La Nación expressed the hope that this would be just a temporary "hibernation" and considered that political parties "should be the normal organs of every democratic task" 57 .
In conclusion
Our analysis of the meanings acquired by the words "revolução" and "revolución" in the context of the coups d"état in Brazil and Argentina, in 1964 and respectively, shows that these meanings had a significant interdiscursive relationship. We have shown there was a semantic relationship between the sense acquired by the word "revolução" in O Globo and that of "revolución" in Primera Plana, Azul y Blanco, Confirmado and Extra, on the one hand, and that acquired by the word "revolução" in Folha de S. Paulo with that of "revolución" in La Nación and Análisis, on the other hand.
In the interdiscursive network these words were steeped in a dialogism and a constitutive heterogeneity resulting from a history of South American militarism, in which the press operated mostly as an ally. Discursive formations inherent to various sectors of coalitions involved in the two coups clashed over the meaning of "revolução"
and "revolución," establishing different meanings for those words, including semantic relations of synonymy or antonymy with "coup." Thus, the coup was not a homogeneous block. These discursive formations, although aligned against what they perceived as creeping communism in Brazil and Argentina, were divided as to the political projects the military governments should pursue after the coups. For this reason, these discursive formations were not divided from each other by clearly delimited boundaries. On the contrary, their relationship was one of tense and volatile alliance and contradiction.
For Bakhtin (1986) every utterance is a link in an organized, highly complex chain of utterances. This can be seen in the discourses of the pro-coup sectors in Brazil and Argentina and the meaning they gave to the words "revolução" and "revolución".
